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Preface


Purpose This manual has been written as a guide for the operation of
Time & Frequency Solutions Ltd’s GPS Receiver Module for
use in the M190 Master Clock, the M210 Time System & M211
Timing System.


Audience This manual is intended for use by engineers & operators
responsible for the operation of this module.
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Revision History


Revision History


Revision History


Issue Date Revision History


1 15 April 2004 First Release


2 4 May 2004 Functional Changes to Firmware


3 24 March 2005 Updated GPS Receiver Setup Menu 
details (J. McAlister)


4 20 April 2005 Provide further details on 
Initialisation, Position Fix and 
Satellite Status


5 10 June 2005 Updated warranty information ( J. 
McAlister)
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Warnings & Cautions


Warnings Dangerous voltages exist in this equipment. Do not attempt
any repair without first switching off power to the system, at
the front panel switch, and removing the power input
connector.


Nickel, cadmium and lithium are toxic substances. A nickel
cadmium battery or lithium battery is dangerous if broken or
dismantled. If any battery chemicals come into contact with
skin, wash with copious amount of water, and seek medical
attention as required. If the battery is swallowed seek
immediate medical attention. Return any faulty batteries to
the manufacturer, properly packaged, for disposal.


The liquid crystal display can be hazardous if broken or
dismantled. If any liquid crystal chemicals come into contact
with skin, wash with soap and water. Return the faulty display
to the factory, for disposal. 


Most board assemblies contain tantalum capacitors or
electrolytic capacitors. Both types can explode under fault
conditions. Take appropriate precautions when servicing the
unit with the lid removed.


Cautions This unit should only be serviced by qualified personnel, no
user serviceable parts inside.


Several Board Assemblies contain static sensitive devices.
Appropriate procedures must be used when handling these
items.


Care must be taken in physically handling the system. When
lifting the system, appropriate lifting procedures must be
followed that appropriate to the weight of the unit.


Warnings & Cautions
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Limited Warranty Information


Hardware and 
Embedded Software


For a period of one (1) year from date of shipment by Time and Frequency
Solutions Ltd. (TFS), TFS warrants that all Products shall be free from defects in
design, material, and workmanship; shall conform to and perform in accordance
with TFS's published specification, if any; and shall have good and valid title. This
warranty will survive inspection, acceptance, and payment by the Buyer. TFS does
not warrant that the operation of such Products will be uninterrupted or error
free. This warranty does not cover failures caused by acts of God, electrical or
environmental conditions; abuse, negligence, accident, loss or damage in transit;
or improper site preparation.


This warranty shall be null and void in the event (i) Buyer or any third party
attempts repair of the goods without TFS's advance written authorization; (ii)
defects are the result of improper or inadequate maintenance by Buyer or third
party; (iii) of damage to said goods by Buyer or third party-supplied software,
interfacing or supplies; (iv) of improper use (including termination of non-certified
third party equipment on TFS’s proprietary interfaces and operation outside of the
product's specifications) by the Buyer or third party; or (v) the goods are shipped
to any country other than that originally specified in the Buyer's purchase order.


Goods not meeting the foregoing warranty will be repaired or replaced, at TFS's
option, upon return to TFS's factory freight prepaid; provided, however, that the
Buyer has first obtained authorization from TFS. 


TFS reserves the right to disallow a warranty claim following an inspection of
returned product. When a warranty claim is questioned or disallowed, TFS will
contact the Buyer by telephone or in writing to resolve the problem.


Software TFS warrants that for a period of ninety (90) days from date of shipment by TFS
the accompanying media will be free from defects in materials and workmanship
under normal use. The physical media warranty does not apply to defects arising
from misuse, theft, vandalism, fire, water, acts of God, or other similar perils. TFS
will not be liable for any damages caused by the Buyer's failure to fulfil its
responsibilities as stated above.


Limitation of 
Liability


The remedies provided herein are the Buyer's sole and exclusive remedies. In no
event or circumstances will TFS be liable to the Buyer for indirect, special,
incidental or consequential damages, including without limitation, loss of revenues
or profits, business interruption costs, loss of data or software restoration, or
damages relating to the Buyer's procurement of substitute products or services.
Except for liability for personal injury or property damage arising rom TFS's
negligence or wilful misconduct, in no event will TFS's total cumulative liability in
connection with any order of TFS’s Goods, from all causes of action of any kind,
including tort, contract, negligence, strict liability, and breach of warranty, exceed
the total amount paid by the Buyer. Some Jurisdictions do not allow certain
limitations or exclusions of liability, so the above limitations or exclusions may not
apply to all buyers.


The foregoing warranty is in lieu of all other warranties, expressed or implied,
including, but not limited to, any implied warranties of title, merchantability, or
fitness for a particular purpose howsoever arising.


Limited Warranty Information
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Chapter 1:
Introduction to the GPS Receiver Module


Product Overview


Through reception of the transmissions from the Global
Positioning System (GPS) constellation of satellites, highly
accurate time and positional information is available. The GPS
Receiver Module receives and decodes these transmissions,
allowing the Time System to accurately synchronise to
Universal Coordinated Time (UTC). Local time can be derived
from UTC at user selection through use of the equipment
menus. The equipment menus also allow examination of time,
position and satellite status information.


The GPS Receiver Module provides a system 1PPS and a data
port for the dissemination of a standard serial message. 


Additionally the GPS Receiver Module also includes alarm
change-over contacts which indicate loss of GPS
synchronisation, power fail and failure of the Time System.
These alarms allow external monitoring of system
performance.


The GPS Receiver Module is available as an option on the
M190 Master Clock, the M210 Time System & M211 Timing
System.
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Chapter 1: Introduction to the GPS Receiver Module

Main Features


• Provides the Time System with accurate time, date & posi-
tional information.


• An accurate system 1 PPS output for use by external equip-
ment.


• Data port for transmission of a standard serial message.


• Dry contact alarms for monitoring.
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Chapter 1: Introduction to the GPS Receiver Module

GPS Overview


GPS (Global Positioning System) is the US Department of
Defence controlled, satellite based, time and navigation
system. The system is based on a constellation of 24
satellites, 21 serviceable plus 3 operational spares, operating
on a 12-hour orbit at an altitude of 20183 Km.


The satellite orbits repeat almost the same ground track (as
the earth turns beneath them) once each day. The orbit
altitude is such that the satellites repeat the same track and
configuration over any point approximately each 12 hours (4
minutes earlier each day). There are 6 orbital planes (with
nominally 4 serviceable satellites in each), equally spaced 60°
apart, and inclined at about 55° with respect to the
equatorial plane. This constellation provides the user with
between 5 and 8 serviceable satellites visible from any point
on the earth.


Time & Frequency Solutions Ltd's GPS Receiver Module uses
the L1 frequency, 1575MHz, extracting time and date
information to provide a highly accurate timing system. For
some applications positional information may also be used.
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Chapter 1: Introduction to the GPS Receiver Module

Technical Specification


Technical Specification of the GPS Receiver Module


Item Specification


Product Interface M190 Master Clock
M210 Time System
M211 Timing System


Antenna Connection 50 ohm BNC Socket


Signal Data /
Alarm Connection


15-way D-type Socket


Signal Gain Requirement Minimum 16dB
Maximum 30dB


GPS Performance ± 500 nanoseconds from UTC


Time to First Fix <2 minutes from Cold Start
(90% probability)


Temperature (Operation) 0oC to +40oC


Humidity Up to 95% RH (non-condensing)


1 PPS Output 50 ohm BNC Socket


1 PPS Output System 1 Pulse Per Second
(50% Duty Cycle)


Start of 1PPS Falling Edge 1 PPS


EMC CE Compliant
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Chapter 2:
GPS Receiver Module Installation


Preparation 


Caution It is essential that the Time System is switched OFF before
any attempt is made to remove or insert any module. It is
also advisable to remove the lid of the Time System to allow
correct orientation of the module. 


Please refer to the GPS Antenna Manual for installation of the
GPS Antenna, antenna feeder cable and EMP/Lightning Filter.


Installing the Module into the Time System


Select the correct Option module slot (IO) that the module is
to be installed to and carefully mount the option module into
the slot aligning the mating connectors on both the
backplane (M211 Timing System) or CPU (M210 Time System/
M190 Master Clock) and the module itself.


Press the back panel of the module so that it pushes flush
against the chassis of the timing system.


The option module is held in place in the Time System using
either 2 or 4 fixings (2.5mm x 8mm) that are provided.
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Chapter 2: GPS Receiver Module Installation

Connection to the Module


GPS Antenna Plug the antenna feeder cable from the GPS Antenna into this
connector. It is not necessary to power off the unit when
disconnecting or reconnecting the antenna. 


Terminations for GPS Antenna - 50 Ohm Socket


Connector Function


Inner GPS Signal


Outer Signal Return (GND)
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Chapter 2: GPS Receiver Module Installation

Alarm 
Connections 


Alarm connections are available through the 15-way D-type
connector. The pin assignment for this connector is detailed
below.


The alarm contacts are rated at 1A @ 125VAC/110VDC


• A healthy condition for each three fail functions is provided 
by a made contact between common and normally open. 


Termination for Alarm connector - 15 Way D type Plug


Pin Function Condition


1 Power Fail Normally Closed


2 Power Fail Common


3 Power Fail Normally Open 


4 Not Used


5 System Fail Normally Closed


6 System Fail Common


7 System Fail Normally Open 


8 Signal Ground


9 Not Used


10 GPS Fail Normally Closed


11 GPS Fail Common


12 GPS Fail Normally Open


13 RX Data (RS232)


14 Tx Data (RS232)


15 Not Used  50 Ohm Spare Output
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Chapter 2: GPS Receiver Module Installation

1 PPS Output The GPS Receiver module provides a system 1PPS output
from a BNC socket. The falling edge of the 1 PPS signal
defines the beginning of the one second epoch. The output
level is 5 volts, and its connections can be found in the table
below.


1 PPS Output


Pin Function


Inner 1 PPS Output
50 Ohm Drive, 5 Volts


Outer 1 PPS Return. 
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Chapter 3:
GPS Receiver Module Operation


Displaying the Dynamic Status of the Module


In order to operate, and if necessary, configure this module,
it is recommended that the dynamic status of the module is
displayed. Through use of the Display Content function within
the Time System, the dynamic status of the module is
displayed on the lower row of the front panel display. 


Configuration of the Display Content function for this module
is performed by selecting CONFIGURATION MENU >>
EQUIPMENT >> DISPLAY CONTENT on the user menus on the
Time System. 


Once the Display Content menu is displayed, the LEFT or
RIGHT keys are used to move the cursor under the Option
Module slot (IO number) in which this module is located. The
ENTER key is then pressed to select this choice. 


The choice of this module for the Display Content function is
now stored in non-volatile memory ensuring that it is
automatically restored in the event of a power cycle on the
equipment.
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Chapter 3: GPS Receiver Module Operation

Selecting the Receiver Source


Note This facility and function is only available on Time Systems with
more than one receiver source.


For automatic selection of the receiver source by the Time System,
use the configuration menu to select CONFIGURATION MENU>>
EQUIPMENT>>RECEIVER SOURCE>>AUTO.


In the event that the preferred receiver source is unavailable, the
Time System will automatically use the alternative source.
For manual selection of GPS as the preferred receiver source, use
the configuration menu to select CONFIGURATION MENU>>
EQUIPMENT>>RECEIVER SOURCE>>GPS. The Time System will
now use GPS always as the selected receiver source.


Synchronizing to GPS


Following switch-on of the equipment, with the Display
Content function set to the GPS Receiver Module, the display
on the front panel of the Time System will indicate the
following:


Display 
Content 
Terminology


The lower row of the display content will provide the
following information:


ACQ - the module is searching for GPS satellites and
acquiring data from those satellites


NAV - the module has synchronised to the GPS satellites


TRACKING x SATS- ‘x’ is the number of satellites that the
module is tracking


FIX - the receiver has gone into Fixed Position Mode


     00:05:52   g1
 ACQ TRACKING 2 SATS
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Chapter 3: GPS Receiver Module Operation

Time to 
Synchronize


Dependent upon the length of time from when the module
was last synchronised to the GPS satellites, initial
synchronisation may take from a few seconds to a few
minutes. In the case that a long time has elapsed since its
last synchronisation or a significant change of geographic
location has occurred since its last synchronisation, initial
synchronisation may take up to ½ hour. Following initial
synchronisation, the module will, subject to satellite
availability, generally re synchronise on a second by second
basis. In the event of loss of synchronisation, the module will
automatically re synchronise once availability of the GPS
satellites is resumed.


Synchronisation Successful synchronisation of the timing system will be
indicated on the front panel display by:


Time and date are shown on the top line of the display.


NAV or FIX indicates that the GPS Receiver Module is
successfully synchronised to GPS.


Menu Structure


The following diagram shows the menu structure for the GPS
Receiver Module.


Wed   12/09/03    16:47:52   G1
UTC NAV TRACKING 8 SATS
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Chapter 3: GPS Receiver Module Operation

The menu is accessed by pressing the ENTER key when the
normal Time and Date is displayed on the Time System. This
action leads to the Configuration Menu. The LEFT and RIGHT
keys are then used to display the Options selection and
ENTER is again pressed. The LEFT and RIGHT keys are then
used to display each of the options fitted to the Time System.
ENTER is again pressed when GPS Rx M12 is displayed. 
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Chapter 3: GPS Receiver Module Operation

GPS Receiver Setup Menu 


The GPS Receiver Module’s menu is accessible by pressing
the ENTER key when the normal time and date are displayed
on the Time System front panel display. The LEFT and RIGHT
keys are used to display the ‘OPTIONS’ selection; ENTER
confirms the selection. The LEFT and RIGHT keys are then
used to display each of the options fitted to the Time System.
ENTER is again pressed when ‘GPS RX SETUP’ is displayed.


The GPS Receiver Setup Menu is this module’s top level
menu. Using the LEFT and RIGHT keys the following options
are available:


Initialisation
The initialisation menu allows input of user known
information into the GPS receiver to help its Time to First Fix
(TTFF). Input of grossly wrong information will adversely
affect the TTFF.


WARM A ‘Warm Start’ is appropriate when the GPS Receiver Module
already knows the time of day through having tracked at least
one satellite. If the Receiver is then told its position, it can
calculate which satellites should be visible and preferentially
search for them. A warm start reduces the TTFF.


The ‘Warm Start’ initialisation procedure is achieved by
pressing the ENTER key whilst the cursor is under WARM. The
user can then set the GPS Receiver Module’s position
(latitude, longitude, and altitude).


The display will indicate:


LATITUDE:   aa°bb'c


where ‘aa°bb'’ is the current latitude in degrees and minutes,
and ‘c’ is either N (north) or S (south)
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Chapter 3: GPS Receiver Module Operation

To enter a new latitude for any particular digit, the LEFT and
RIGHT keys are used to select that digit and the UP and
DOWN keys are used to increment and decrement that digit
respectively.


The latitude entered will be valid when the ENTER key is
pressed to complete the data entry. If a valid latitude has
been entered, the display will move to the LONGITUDE SETUP
MENU. If an invalid latitude has been entered, the top line of
the display will indicate


ERROR - entry invalid


The cursor will be positioned under the invalid digit and upon
a further key press, the top line of the display will revert to
INITIALISATION. The information can then be correctly
amended and data entry completed. Upon successful entry of
the latitude the display will indicate:


LONGITUDE: aaa°bb'c


where ‘aaa°bb'’ is the current longitude in degrees and
minutes, and ‘c’ is either E (east) or W (west).


To enter a new longitude for any particular digit, the LEFT
and RIGHT keys are used to select that digit and the UP and
DOWN keys are used to increment and decrement that digit
respectively. 


The longitude entered will be valid when the ENTER key is
pressed to complete the data entry. If a valid longitude has
been entered, the display will move to the ALTITUDE SETUP
MENU. If an invalid longitude has been entered, the top line
of the display will indicate


ERROR - entry invalid


The cursor will be positioned under the invalid digit and upon
a further key press, the top line of the display will revert to
INITIALISATION. The information can then be correctly
amended and data entry completed. 
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Chapter 3: GPS Receiver Module Operation

Upon successful entry of the longitude the display will
indicate:


ALTITUDE: ±aaaaa MT


where ‘±aaaaa’ is the current altitude in metres relative to
sea level


To enter a new altitude for any particular digit, the LEFT and
RIGHT keys are used to select that digit and the UP and
DOWN keys are used to increment and decrement that digit
respectively.


The altitude entered will be valid when the ENTER key is
pressed to complete the data entry. If a valid altitude has
been entered, the display will move to the UTC INITIALISE
MENU. If an invalid altitude has been entered, the top line of
the display will indicate


ERROR - entry invalid


The cursor will be positioned under the invalid digit and upon
a further key press, the top line of the display will revert to
INITIALISATION. The information can then be correctly
amended and data entry completed. Upon successful entry of
the altitude the display will indicate:


INITIALISE     ABORT


with the cursor positioned under the ABORT selection.


Pressing the ENTER key whilst the cursor is positioned under
this selection causes the initialisation procedure to be
aborted without any entry being actioned.


Pressing the ENTER key whilst the cursor is positioned under
the INITIALISE selection causes the WARM initialisation to be
performed and returns the display to the GPS RECEIVER
SETUP menu.


Pressing the ENTER key whilst this selection is shown returns
the display to the GPS RECEIVER SETUP menu, without a GPS
initialisation being performed.
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Chapter 3: GPS Receiver Module Operation

COLD A ‘Cold Start’ is appropriate when the GPS Receiver Module
has no knowledge of its time or position. A cold start TTFF
will be greater than for a warm start.


Pressing the ENTER key whilst the cursor is positioned at
COLD leads to the same procedure as described above for
WARM with the additional steps for setting time and date.


Upon successful entry of the latitude, longitude, and altitude
(as above), the display will indicate:


UTC DATE: dd/mm/yy   UK


Data is entered in dd/mm/yy format when ‘UK’ is displayed to
the right of the date and is entered in mm/dd/yy format when
‘US’ is displayed to the right of the date.


To enter a value for any particular digit, the LEFT and RIGHT
keys are used to select that digit and the UP and DOWN keys
are used to increment and decrement that digit respectively.


The date entered will be valid when the ENTER key is pressed
to complete the data entry. The ENTER key is then pressed to
complete the data entry. If a valid date has been entered, the
display will move to the UTC TIME SETUP MENU. If an invalid
date has been entered, the top line of the display will
indicate:


ERROR - entry invalid


The cursor will be positioned under the invalid digit and upon
a further key press, the top line of the display will revert to
INITIALISATION. The information can then be correctly
amended and data entry completed.


Upon successful entry of the UTC date, the display will
indicate:


UTC TIME: hh:mm:ss


Data is entered in hh:mm:ss format for time. To enter a value
for any particular digit, the LEFT and RIGHT keys are used to
select that digit and the UP and DOWN keys are used to
increment and decrement that digit respectively.
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Chapter 3: GPS Receiver Module Operation

The time entered will be valid when the ENTER key is pressed
to complete the data entry. The ENTER key is then pressed to
complete the data entry. If a valid time has been entered, the
display will move to the INITIALISE MENU. If an invalid time
has been entered, the top line of the display will indicate:


ERROR - entry invalid


The cursor will be positioned under the invalid digit and upon
a further key press, the top line of the display will revert to
INITIALISATION. The information can then be correctly
amended and data entry completed.


Upon successful entry of the UTC time the display will
indicate:


INITIALISE     ABORT


with the cursor positioned under the ABORT selection.


Pressing the ENTER key whilst the cursor is positioned under
the ABORT selection causes the initialisation procedure to be
aborted without any entry being actioned.


Pressing the ENTER key whilst the cursor is positioned under
the INITIALISE selection causes the COLD initialisation to be
performed and returns the display to the GPS RECEIVER
SETUP menu.


Synchronisation
Allows selection of either 1-SAT (1 satellite) or NAV (Full
Navigation) synchronisation.


NAV Full Navigation synchronisation is the preferred selection
providing the highest accuracy time synchronisation.


In NAV mode, the Time System requires visibility of a
minimum of four satellites in order to solve for position and
time. It can take up to 20 minutes for the first
synchronization in this mode.
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Chapter 3: GPS Receiver Module Operation

1-SAT One satellite synchronisation is provided for applications
where satellite visibility is reduced.


In 1-SAT mode, the Time System only requires visibility of
one satellite and will load the time once from that satellite.
The Time System will subsequently load when the NAV
condition is satisfied.


The LEFT or RIGHT keys are used to place the cursor under
chosen selection and ENTER is pressed to confirm the
selection.


Position Hold
Allows the Module to be configured for operation from a fixed
geographical position. This selection provides enhanced
positional information for the fixed location.


ENABLE Initiates the function.


When Position Hold is enabled, as the Time System reaches
NAV it instructs the GPS receiver to enter position hold mode
and tells it its location. Thereafter the GPS Receiver need
only solve for time and so will only require visibility of one
satellite. The Receiver Status shows FIX rather than NAV.


At the limit of operation there is a very small risk when
tracking just one satellite. The satellite may have gone bad,
but its status in the almanac does not yet reflect this and so
it is used for time. However the Time System will only use
GPS time if successive time data from the GPS module is as
expected.


Should no satellites be visible then the GPS receiver shows
ACQ, and has to reach NAV again before position hold mode
is re-enabled.


DISABLE Returns the Module to normal operation, where the Time
System continuously solves for position and time.


The LEFT or RIGHT keys are used to place the cursor under
chosen selection and ENTER is pressed to confirm the
selection.
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Chapter 3: GPS Receiver Module Operation

Status
Reports information for SATELLITE STATUS and ANTENNA
POSITION.


Using the LEFT or RIGHT keys, selection of the status
information is performed by placing the cursor under the
required choice and pressing ENTER to confirm the selection.


Satellite Status This shows the status of the twelve channels used by the
module to obtain time and positional data.


Upon entry, the status of channel 01 is displayed as follows:


where:


‘w’ is the receiver channel number, 1 to 12;


‘xx’ is the satellite identity number, 00 to 32 (00 indicates no
satellite being tracked on this channel);


‘yy’ is the satellite’s carrier signal to noise ratio in dBHz;
Typically this value is 30-55


‘z’ is the channel status:


'I' is idle mode


'S' is search mode


'T' is tracking mode


The UP and DOWN keys are used to scroll through the
channels.


SATELLITE STATUS
Chan. W  PRN xx S/N yy z
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Chapter 3: GPS Receiver Module Operation

Antenna 
Position 


This displays the calculated antenna position and altitude.


The display will indicate:


where:


‘aa°bb’ is the latitude in degrees and minutes


‘c’ is 'N' (north) or 'S' (south)


‘ddd°ee’ is longitude in degrees and minutes


‘f ’ is 'E' (east) or 'W' (west)


‘±ggggg’ is the altitude in metres relative to sea level


LAT:  aaObbc      A: + ggggg M
LONG:  dddOeef            EXIT
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Chapter 4:
Maintenance & Fault Finding


Maintenance


Due to the highly reliable design of the GPS Receiver Module,
it is not a normal requirement to carry out any maintenance
on the module. The Time System includes comprehensive
self-test capability which provides equipment diagnostics.
The results of the diagnostic process are provided through
the Error Status Menu.
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Chapter 4: Maintenance & Fault Finding

Error Codes


The following table describes the error codes for the GPS
Receiver Module. 


GPS Receiver Module Error Codes


Error 
Number Error Level Failure Name Description of Fault


0 FAIL Engine Comms Fail Communications between the 
GPS Engine and module have 
failed.


1 FAIL On-time Pulse Missing The on-time pulse used for disci-
plining the system is missing. 
This indicates a faulty GPS Engine


2 WARN Antenna Fault The connection to the antenna is 
faulty. This could be caused by an 
open circuit or a short circuit


7 WARN GPS Acquisition Mode The GPS engine is not 
synchronized to the satellites
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Chapter 4: Maintenance & Fault Finding

Fault Finding


Simple issues cause the majority of problems with GPS
synchronisation, and in most cases they can be resolved very
quickly. The following checklist is an aid to resolving any GPS
synchronisation problems. If problems are still being
experienced, then please contact us (see the customer
support page at the end of this manual). 


• Confirm that the Antenna is connected into the GPS 
Receiver Module and that the cable does not exceed the 
allowable loss for the GPS signals.


• Check that the maximum length of cable has not been 
exceeded or that the cable is not below the minimum accept-
able cable length (refer to Antenna Installation Guide for 
information on cable lengths).


• Confirm the GPS Antenna integrity, inspecting for problems 
such as water ingress into connectors, lightning strikes or 
cable integrity.


• Antenna alignment - full details are provided in the Installa-
tion Manual for the GPS Antenna.


• Intermittent reception may indicate a Poor Sky Sight. It is 
intended that the GPS Antenna should have a full view of the 
sky.


• GPS Receiver Module operating satisfactorily? - By checking 
operation against a known working antenna or system, and 
by using logical substitution, any problems can be identified.
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